Background: Several prediction models have been proposed in the literature using different techniques obtaining different results in different contexts. The need for accurate effort predictions for projects is one of the most critical and complex issues in the software industry. The automated selection and the combination of techniques in alternative ways could improve the overall accuracy of the prediction models. Objectives: In this study, we validate an automated genetic framework, and then conduct a sensitivity analysis across different genetic configurations. Following is the comparison of the framework with a baseline random guessing and an exhaustive framework. Lastly, we investigate the performance results of the best learning schemes. Methods: In total, six hundred learning schemes that include the combination of eight data preprocessors, five attribute selectors and fifteen modeling techniques represent our search space. The genetic framework, through the elitism technique, selects the best learning schemes automatically. The best learning scheme in this context means the combination of data preprocessing + attribute selection + learning algorithm with the highest coefficient correlation possible. The selected learning schemes are applied to eight datasets extracted from the ISBSG R12 Dataset. Results: The genetic framework performs as good as an exhaustive framework. The analysis of the standardized accuracy (SA) measure revealed that all best learning schemes selected by the genetic framework outperforms the baseline random guessing by 45-80%. The sensitivity analysis confirms the stability between different genetic configurations. Conclusions: The genetic framework is stable, performs better than a random guessing approach, and is as good as an exhaustive framework. Our results confirm previous ones in the field, simple regression techniques with transformations could perform as well as nonlinear techniques, and ensembles of learning machines techniques such as SMO, M5P or M5R could optimize effort predictions.
projects (Boehm 1981) . Software project managers need to be able to estimate the effort and cost of development early in the life cycle, as it affects the success of software project management (Huang et al. 2015) .
Several prediction models have been evaluated in the literature and inconsistent findings have been reported regarding which technique is the best (Jorgensen and Shepperd 2007; Shepperd 2007; Dejaeger et al. 2012; Shepperd and MacDonell 2012) . The results of these studies are not univocal and are often highly technique-and dataset-dependent. Since there are many models that can fit to certain datasets, the selection of the most efficient prediction model is crucial (Shepperd 2007; Mittas and Angelis 2008) . Additionally, the results of different studies are difficult to compare due to different empirical setups and data preprocessing, possibly leading to contradictory results. The issue of which modeling technique to use for software effort estimation remains an open research question (Dejaeger et al. 2012) .
The automated selection and combination of techniques in alternative ways could improve the overall accuracy of the prediction models for specific datasets (Dejaeger et al. 2012; Malhotra 2014) . The motivation behind the use of these methods is to make minimal assumptions about the data used for training. In this sense, genetic algorithms are search-based algorithms that are much faster than exhaustive search procedures (Malhotra 2014) . According to Harman (2007) , search based (SB) optimization techniques have been applied to a number of software engineering (SE) activities, of all optimization algorithms, genetic algorithms have been the most widely applied search technique in SBSE.
In our genetic approach, we address how to select the data preprocessing, attribute selection techniques and the learning algorithms automatically according to the characteristics of a specific data set. The main goal is to increase prediction performance optimizing processing time. In this case, the automatic selection of the learning scheme (preprocessing + attributes selection + learning algorithms) is determined by using a genetic approach. For example, the decision of how to select the different techniques considering the characteristics of a specific dataset through of genetic algorithms could be considered a search-based problem for software engineering.
This paper reports an empirical validation of an automated genetic framework. In total, 600 learning schemes that include the combination of 8 data preprocessors, 5 attribute selectors, and 15 modeling techniques represented our search space. The genetic framework through the elitism technique selects the best learning schemes automatically based on the highest correlation coefficient.
In this study, we conducted a sensitivity analysis across different genetic configurations to evaluate the stability of an automated genetic framework and to discover which genetic configurations report best performance. Further, we compared the automated genetic framework performance with a baseline random guessing and an exhaustive framework (Quesada-Lopez et al. 2016) . Then, we analyzed the performance of the best learning schemes. We aim to find the best framework configuration (generation and population, mutation levels, crossover levels) according to given data set context. After that, we want to compare the genetic framework results with the exhaustive framework results in order to determine if our genetic approach presents similar solutions to the best solutions found by the exhaustive approach. Besides, we would like to evaluate if evaluation and prediction phases reported similar results as it would mean that our approach is reliable between phases. Finally, we would like to know the most frequently learning schemes selected and the learning schemes that reports the best performance in the effort prediction domain. The main contribution of this empirical study is that it presents a genetic framework, which can be used to automatically determine the best learning schemes to use according to the characteristics of a specific data set. Our approach is different respect to others because we use a full model (data preprocessing + attribute selection + learning algorithm) in our fitness function thus maximizing the three components.
This study generates through genetic algorithms software effort prediction models based on function point measure using the International Software Benchmarking Standards Group (ISBSG R12) Dataset (Hill 2010; ISBSG 2015) and evaluates their effectiveness. We analyze the performance of effort prediction models based on the base functional components (BFC) and unadjusted function point size (UFP) (Albrecht 1979; Jeng et al. 2011) . We have established the following research questions as the focus of our analysis. We address each of these questions in the section referenced in parentheses.
• RQ1. Which genetic framework configuration (generation and population, mutation levels, crossover levels) did report the best performance when compared to the baseline exhaustive framework? (Section 5.1).
• RQ2. Is the performance of the genetic framework similar between evaluation and prediction phases? (Section 5.2).
• RQ3. Which are the learning schemes (data preprocessors, attribute selectors, learning algorithms) more frequently selected by the genetic framework? (Section 5.3).
• RQ4. Which learning schemes did report the best performance according evaluation criteria metrics? (Section 5.4).
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly provides information on previous studies in effort prediction. Section 3 describes the genetic framework to select and evaluate automatically effort prediction models. Section 4 details the experimental design, and Section 5 presents the analysis and interpretation of results. Finally, Section 6 outlines conclusions and future work.
Related work
Several formal models have been employed in software effort prediction using a number of data mining techniques (Jorgensen and Shepperd 2007; Wen et al. 2012) . These include several regression analysis techniques, neural networks, instance-based learners, tree/rule-based models, case-based reasoners, lazy learning, bayesian classifiers, support vector machines, and ensembles of learners (Jorgensen and Shepperd 2007; Shepperd and MacDonell 2012) . Most studies evaluate only a limited number of modeling techniques on a dataset, which limits the generalization of results. In addition, the results of different studies are difficult to compare due to their different empirical setups, data preprocessing, and dataset characteristics (Shepperd and MacDonell 2012; Langdon et al. 2016) . Therefore, the issue of which modeling technique to use for software effort estimation remains an open research question (Dejaeger et al. 2012 ).
Frameworks for benchmarking prediction models
Several prediction models have been evaluated in the literature and inconsistent findings have been reported regarding which technique is the best (Shepperd and MacDonell 2012; Dejaeger et al. 2012) . For example, in (Jørgensen 2004 ) differences between model-based and expert-based estimation results were found. In (Mair and Shepperd 2005) regression and analogy methods for effort estimation where compared and conflicting evidence were found. In (Dejaeger et al. 2012 ) the authors conducted a large scale benchmarking study using different types of techniques and analyzed aspects related with the selection of features. The results indicated that ordinary least squares regression in combination with a logarithmic transformation performs best; however, the combination of other techniques could obtain similar results. Similar results were found in previous work conducted for the authors of this paper (Quesada-Lopez et al. 2016; Murillo-Morera et al. 2016a; QuesadaLøpez et al. 2016) . In (Keung et al. 2013) , ninety predictors are evaluated with 20 datasets, they used 7 performance measures to determine stable rankings of different predictors. They concluded that regression trees or analogy-based methods are the best performers and offered means to address the conclusion instability issue. In (Huang et al. 2015) several data preprocessing techniques were empirically assessed on the effectiveness of machine learning methods for effort estimation. The results indicate that data preprocessing techniques may significantly influence the predictions, but sometimes it might have negative impacts on prediction performance. They concluded that a careful selection is necessary according to the characteristics of machine learning methods, as well as the datasets.
In consequence, a number of frameworks for benchmarking prediction models in software effort estimation have been proposed. The main motivation of these studies is to achieve an unbiased criterion when comparing different software estimation models and evaluate the effectiveness of data preprocessing techniques, data attribute selectors, and machine learning algorithms in the context of software effort estimation. For example, in (Shepperd and MacDonell 2012 ) the authors proposed a framework for evaluating prediction systems to reduce the inconsistency amongst validation study results and provide a more formal foundation to interpret results on continuous prediction systems. The use of an unbiased statistic will assist in performing future meta-analyses and in providing more robust and usable recommendations to practitioners. In (Menzies and Shepperd 2012; Keung et al. 2013) , conclusion instability in prediction systems is discussed with the intention of providing a framework for studies in the area. The paper analyzed known sources of instability such as the bias measures, variance from sampling, pre-processing and others; after that, it provided recommendations in order to reduce the instability problems. The authors state that an interesting research possibility is to tune the data mining and machine learning techniques using feedback from the domain. This approach generates the learner for a particular dataset. Finally, they concluded that learning learners is an active research area and much further work is required before we can understand the costs and benefits of this approach. In (Song et al. 2013 ) the authors proposed a framework to investigate to what extent parameter settings affect the performance of learning machines in software effort estimation, and what learning machines are more sensitive to their parameters. They concluded that different learning machines have different sensitivity to their parameter settings. Finally, Langdon et al. 2016 ) proposed a measure based on a random guessing framework to compare methods for software estimation. Harman and Jones (2001) stated that software engineering is ideal for the application of metaheuristic search techniques, such as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing and tabu search. They argued that such search-based techniques could provide solutions to the difficult problems of balancing competing (and sometimes inconsistent) constraints and may suggest ways of finding acceptable solutions in situations where perfect solutions are either theoretically impossible or practically infeasible. In their work they briefly set out key ingredients for successful reformulation and evaluation criteria for search-based software engineering.
Effort prediction approaches using genetic algorithms
In (Harman 2007 ), Harman described a study on the application of optimization techniques in software engineering. The optimization techniques in Harman's work came from the operations research and metaheuristic computation research communities. His research reviewed the used optimization techniques and the key ingredients required for their successful application to software engineering, providing an overview of existing results in eight software engineering application domains. Harman's paper also described the benefits that are likely to accrue from the growing body of work in this area and provided a set of open problems, challenges and areas for future work. He stated that for new areas of software engineering that have yet to be attacked using search based approaches it remains acceptable to experiment with a variety of search algorithms in order to obtain baseline data and to validate the application of search. But, in order to develop the field of search-based software engineering, a reformulation of classic software engineering problems as search problems is required. In (Harman et al. 2012) , the authors argued that search based software engineering has proved to be a very effective way of optimizing software engineering problems. Nevertheless, its full potential as a means of dynamic adaptivity remains under explored.
In (Lefley and Shepperd 2003) , the authors investigated the use of various techniques including genetic programming with public data sets. They attempted to model and estimate software project effort. They analyzed when a genetic program can offer better solution search using public domain metrics rather than company specific ones. The study also offered insights into genetic programming performance. They determined that genetic programming performed consistently well, but was harder to configure. In (Arcuri and Fraser 2011; Sayyad et al. 2013) , the authors conducted a comprehensive study analyzing the impact of parameter settings in machine learning and software effort estimation. They performed a large study of parameter settings using genetic algorithms. Their results showed that parameter tuning can have critical impact on algorithmic performance, and that overfitting of parameter tuning is a serious limitation of empirical studies in search-based software engineering. In (Aljahdali and Sheta 2013) , the authors argued that recently, computational intelligence paradigms were explored to handle the software effort estimation problem with promising results. In this paper they evolve two new models for software effort estimation using Multigene Symbolic Regression Genetic Programming. One model utilizes the source line of code as input variable to estimate the effort; while the second model utilizes the inputs, outputs, files, and user inquiries to estimate the function points. Finally, in (Chen et al. 2017) , the authors proposed that instead of mutating a small population, building a large initial population which is then culled using a recursive bi-clustering binary chop approach. They evaluated this approach on multiple software engineering models, unconstrained as well as constrained, and compared its performance with standard evolutionary algorithms. Using just a few evaluations (under 100), they can obtain the comparable results to standard evolutionary algorithms.
In (Singh and Misra 2012) , the authors argued that COCOMO is used as algorithmic model and an attempt is being made to validate the soundness of genetic algorithm technique using NASA project data. The main objective of this research is to investigate the effect of crisp inputs and genetic algorithm techniques on the accuracy of system's output when a modified version of the famous COCOMO model is applied to the NASA dataset. In (Ghatasheh et al. 2015) , a firefly algorithm is proposed as a metaheuristic optimization method for optimizing the parameters of three COCOMO-based models. These models include the basic COCOMO model and other two models proposed in the literature as extensions of the basic model. The developed estimation models are evaluated using different evaluation metrics. Experimental results show high accuracy and significant error minimization of firefly algorithm over other metaheuristic optimization algorithms including genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization.
Techniques and algorithms applied to software effort estimation models
Several techniques have been applied to the field of software effort prediction. In our study, we applied and evaluated different data preprocessing approaches, attribute selector techniques, and machine learning algorithms, some of them representing groups of learning algorithms. In Table 1 , we present a summary of techniques and algorithms based on previous literature in the domain of software effort prediction and other prediction contexts (Witten and Frank 2005; Song et al. 2011; Dejaeger et al. 2012) . The data preprocessing approaches are represented by the tag (PP), the attribute selector techniques are represented by the tag (AS), and the learning algorithms are represented by the tag (LA). In the following sections, we briefly discuss each of the included techniques. 
Data preprocessing (PP)
According to (Witten and Frank 2005) , Data preprocessing is a group of techniques for clean the data set with different noise levels, delete missing values, and processing outliers among others funcionalities. Table 2 presents a summary of the data preprocessing techniques. For more details see (Witten and Frank 2005) , p.432.
Attribute Selector (AS)
According to (Witten and Frank 2005) , most machine learning algorithms are designed to learn which are the most appropriate attributes to use for making their decisions. For example, decision tree methods choose the most promising attribute to split on at each point and should in theory never select irrelevant or unhelpful attributes. Table 3 presents a summary of the attribute selector techniques. For more details, see (Witten and Frank 2005 ) p.487.
Learning Algorithm (LA)
According to (Witten and Frank 2005) , learning algorithms are models that help to build classifiers. The main categories of classifiers are: Beyesian, Trees, Rules, Functions, Lazy, multi-instance and miscellaneous. Table 4 presents a summary of the learning algorithms techniques.
Genetic effort prediction framework
This section presents the main characteristics and steps of the automated genetic effort prediction framework. Our framework consists of two components: 1) Learning Scheme Generator and Evaluator and 2) Effort Prediction. The component of the learning schemes, generator and evaluator, is characterized by the generation and evaluation of learners. The best learning scheme is selected according to the maximum Correlation Coefficient (CC) computed in the fitness function. Moreover, the effort prediction component is characterized by the generation of the predictor (see Fig. 1 ).
The effort prediction models are built before and then evaluated. After that, the predictive performance of the learning schemes could be used as a reference, particularly for future data. The framework was constructed to support a continuous value as an output variable. It divides the datasets randomly into historical data represented by the 90% and the new data represented by the 10% before the N-PASS process (number N of PASS (executions) of our approach. The objective to avoid performance variability calculating the average of the executions (Song et al. 2011) generating the same subsets of instances per each dataset before each evaluation. Finally, the framework evaluates the 10% of the whole data, avoiding the overfitting. The overfitting refers to the condition where a predictive model (e.g., for predictive data mining) is so "specific" that it reproduces various idiosyncrasies (random "noise" variation) of the particular data from which the parameters of the model were estimated; as a result, such models often may not yield accurate predictions for new observations (e.g., during deployment of a predictive data mining project). The effort prediction part of the automated framework consists of predictor construction and effort prediction. In this study, we improved the implementation of the framework proposed in (MurilloMorera et al. 2016a) (Fig. 1 , Learning Scheme Evaluator, Step-3 to Step-7). The main difference between this framework and others consisted of the use of a genetic algorithm to select the parts of the learning scheme, instead of evaluating only a group of pre-established combinations. The main extensions of this paper with respect to (Murillo-Morera et al. 2016a ) are: (a) the extension of the search space to 600 learning schemes, (b) the sensibility analysis of the genetic operators (generation, population, crossover and mutation) to find learning algorithms with better performance and (c) the comparison of our approach against an exhaustive and a random guessing approach (performance and runtime).
Learning schemes generator and evaluator
The learning scheme generator is characterized by the selection of the best learning scheme according to the maximum Correlation Coefficient (CC) value computed and the configuration selected by the genetic approach ( 1. Historical data was randomized and divided into a training set and a test set. This was done using a M × N-fold cross-validation (Evaluation, Step-3). 2. The selected data preprocessing technique was applied to both the training and the test set (Evaluation, Step-4), resulting in modified training and test data. 3. The chosen attribute selection technique was applied only to the training set (Evaluation, Step-5) and the best subset of attributes was selected. 
LeastMedSq (LMS)
Is a robust linear regression algorithm that minimizes the median (rather than mean) of the squares of divergences from the regression line. It repeatedly applies standard linear regression to subsamples of the data and outputs the solution that has the smallest median-square error.
LinearRegression (LR)
This algorithm performs standard least-squares multiple linear regression and can optionally perform attribute selection, either greedily using backward elimination or by building a full model from all attributes and dropping the terms one by one, in decreasing order of their standardized coefficients.
MultilayerPerceptron (MP) Is a neural network that trains using back-propagation. This network can be built by hand, created by an algorithm or both. The network can also be monitored and modified during training time. The nodes in this network are all sigmoid (except for when the class is numeric in which case the output nodes become unthresholded linear units).
RBFNetwork (RBFN)
Is an algorithm that implements a Gaussian radial basis function network, deriving the centers and widths of hidden units using k-means and combining the outputs obtained from the hidden layer using logistic regression, if the class is nominal and, linear regression if it is numeric.
SMOreg (SMO)
This method implements the sequential minimal-optimization algorithm for learning a support vector regression model. The parameters can be learned using various algorithms. The algorithm is selected by setting the RegOptimizer.
AdditiveRegression (AR)
It is an algorithm that enhances the performance of a regression base classifier.
Each iteration fits a model to the residuals left by the classifier on the previous iteration. Prediction is accomplished by adding the predictions of each classifier.
Bagging (BAG)
Is an algorithm that reduces variance. This method can work for both classification and regression, depending on the base learner. In the case of classification, predictions are generated by averaging probability estimates, no by voting.
ConjunctiveRule (CR)
The algorithm learns a single rule that predicts either a numeric or a nominal class value. Uncovered test instances are assigned the default class value (or distribution) of the uncovered training instances.
DecisionTable (DT)
This algorithm consists of a hierarchical table in which each entry in a higher level table gets broken down by the values of a pair of additional attributes to form another table. The structure is similar to dimensional stacking (Becker 1998 ).
M5Rules (M5R)
This algorithm obtains regression rules from model trees built using M5 Ridor (Ripple Down Rule learner). This means that method learns rules with exceptions by generating the default rule, using incremental reduced-error pruning to find exceptions with the smallest error rate, finding the best exceptions for each exception, and iterating. (More details (Quinlan and et al. 1992; Holmes et al. 1999; Wang and Witten 1997)) ZeroR (ZR) This algorithm predicts the test data's majority class (if nominal) or average value (if numeric). It is the simplest classification method, which relies on the target and ignores all predictors. ZeroR algorithm simply predicts the majority category (class).
DecisionStump (DS)
It is an algorithm designed for use with the boosting method. It builds one-level binary decision trees for datasets with a categorical and numeric class, dealing with missing values by treating them as separate values and extending a third branch from the stump.
M5P (M5P)
This algorithm combines a conventional decision tree with the possibility of linear regression functions at the nodes. First, a decision-tree induction algorithm is used to build a tree, but instead of maximizing the information gain at each inner node, a splitting criterion is used that minimizes the intra-subset variation in the class values down each branch.
REPTree (RT)
This algorithm builds a decision or regression tree using information gain/variance reduction and prunes it using reduced-error pruning. Optimized for speed, it only sorts values for numeric attributes once. It deals with missing values by splitting instances into pieces.
4. The attributes selected were then extracted for both the training and the test set (Evaluation, Step-6). 5. The Learning algorithm was built using the training set and evaluated with the test set. (Evaluation, Step-7). 
Effort prediction
The main objective of this component is to build a predictor for new data, while the main objective of the generator of the learning scheme (first component) is to build a learner and select the best one with regard to its Correlation Coefficient (CC). A predictor is built using the best learning scheme identified in the previous stage. Once it is ready, this predictor can be used to compute the final performance score using new data (i.e. predicting on new data). This is simulated by running the predictor on the newData dataset that was reserved when doing the (90-10%) splits. We applied a N-PASS, where N = 10. The mean is computed after N iterations. This final CC represents our CC of prediction. This component is represented by (Effort Prediction, Step-0, Step-1).
Genetic approach
This section describes the genetic configuration used in this paper: Chromosome, Operators and Fitness Function. The genetic configuration and the proposed framework of this research is an adapted version of the framework presented in (Murillo-Morera et al. 2016a) . A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a search approach that mimics the biological process of natural selection in order to find a suitable solution in a multidimensional space. Genetic algorithms are, in general, substantially faster than exhaustive search procedures. In previous studies (Murillo-Morera et al. 2016c; 2016b) , we have corroborated this experimentally in the area of software prediction.
Chromosome. The Chromosome of a genetic algorithm represents the set of possible combinations within the search space. It is commonly represented as a binary chain of 0s and 1s. In this paper, the Chromosome consists of three parts: Data preprocessing (DP), Attribute Selector (AS), and Learning Algorithms (LA); effectively constructing a triplet of < DP, AS, LA >. For DP, we considered two possibilities, represented by a binary chain of 1 bit (2 1 = 2). For AS, we considered five possible techniques, also represented by a binary chain of 3 bits (2 3 = 8). For LA, we considered fifteen different possibilities, which required 4 bits to represent (2 4 = 16). With this Chromosome representation, the goal of the GA is to find the Chromosome that maximizes a fitness function. We only worked with combinations within the proposed range. For example, the range of the attribute selection is between 1 − 5. This means that combinations with the attribute selection set 6 − 8 are not valid.
Fitness Function. The final value of the Correlation Coefficient (CC) is computed in the prediction phase. The N-PASS is a strategy to avoid variability of the final result of the Correlation Coefficient (CC) (Song et al. 2011) , where the fitness score of a Chromosome is computed as the average of 10 runs. The whole dataset is split randomly in two data sets: histData and newData. The histData set represents 90% of the whole dataset used for training and testing. The newData set represents 10% of the whole dataset, representing a new project; we repeat this for each PASS in the evaluation phase. This algorithm performs a M × N-fold cross-validation, where multiple rounds are performed with different partitions to reduce variability. Validation of results is averaged over rounds. Finally, in the prediction phase we generated the final value of the CC using the unseen new data and the best learning scheme (LS) computed in the evaluation phase. This solution is used in the prediction phase.
Operators. The operators of selection, reproduction, crossover and mutation used were configured using the default values provided by the WEKA genetic search (Witten and Frank 2005) . The Learning Scheme Generator, shown in Fig. 1 , is responsible for evaluating and selecting the different learning schemes. Selection is done through the elitism technique of the genetic algorithm.
Finally, the best learning scheme, in our case the Chromosome (with its data preprocessing, attribute selector and learning algorithm), was selected by the genetic algorithm.
Genetic setup
The genetic approach was implemented using JGAP-API (Meffert and Rotstan 2005) . We generated the populations and generations randomly, using the standard configuration of WEKA's geneticSearch. However, our selection of population, generation, mutation and crossover levels is based on (Bala and Sharma 2015) (Table 5 ). We used tournament as operator of selection, with tournamentk = 2 and tournamentp = 0.5 and we set elitism to true. In the generation-evaluation phase, we applied a strategy for the selection of attributes called Wrapper (Witten and Frank 2005) . It was used with the objective of selecting the attributes for each subset using an internal cross-validation. Wrappers generally provide better results than filters, but they are computationally more intensive (Song et al. 2011) .
Methods
This section presents the design of the empirical study we carried out to validate the automated genetic framework. The controlled experiment follows the recommendations detailed in (Dejaeger et al. 2012) . First, we present the experimental procedure. Second, we describe the datasets and learning schemes used. Finally, we detail the evaluation criteria and statistical tests used to assess the results. We provide an overview of the evaluation process in the Fig. 2 .
Experimental procedure
The empirical validation assesses different learning schemes according to specific data sets. We analyzed the performance of effort prediction models based on different evaluation criteria detailed in Section 4.4. Then, we compared our genetic framework results with a baseline exhaustive framework (Quesada-Lopez et al. 2016 ) and a baseline random guessing framework based on ) to evaluate its performance. Finally, we applied a sensitivity analysis with the objective to find which genetic configurations reported best performance. We executed the following specific steps for the experimental procedure to collect the results (Fig. 2 ):
• Step-1. We selected n = 8 sub datasets from the ISBSG R12 database according the procedure and characteristics detailed in Section 4.2.
• Step-2. We executed the three frameworks: (a) genetic, (b) exhaustive and (c) random guessing using these 8 datasets and collected the performance measures detailed in Section 4.4.
• Step-3. The (a) genetic and (b) exhaustive frameworks used 600 learning schemes that included the combination of 8 Data Preprocessing, 5 Attribute Selectors and 15 Learning Algorithms detailed in Section 4.3.
• Step-4. We executed the (a) genetic framework with nine different configurations that included 3 levels of Generation, 3 levels of Population, 3 levels of Mutation and 3 levels of Crossover as shown in Table 5 .
• Step-5. After the results were collected, each analysis was conducted according to Section 4.5.
Fig. 2 Experimental Design
Steps: This figure represents the experimental design steps. In this experiment, the set N − PASS = 10 and computed the Correlation Coefficient (CC) average is set after N − PASS runs. For each PASS, 90% of the data as historical at random is selected. An N = 10 x M = 10-fold cross-validation is used to evaluate each learning scheme. The evaluation metrics were computed after N x M-fold cross-validation. The fitness function of each genetic individual was executed in 1000 holdout experiments, (N − PASS = 10) and N = 10 x M = 10-fold cross-validation. The mean of the 1000 CC measures was reported as the evaluation performance per genetic individual. The historicalData (90%) was preprocessed considering preprocessing techniques. Then, the predictor was used to predict with the newData (10%), which was preprocessed the same way as the historical data
In our experiment, we set N − PASS = 10 and computed the Correlation Coefficient (CC) average after N −PASS runs. For each PASS, we selected 90% of the data as historical at random. An N = 10 x M = 10-fold cross-validation was used to evaluate each learning scheme. The evaluation metrics were computed after N x M-fold cross-validation. The fitness function of each genetic individual was executed in 1000 holdout experiments, (N − PASS = 10) and N = 10 x M = 10-fold cross-validation. The mean of the 1000 CC measures was reported as the evaluation performance per genetic individual. The historicalData (90%) was preprocessed considering preprocessing techniques. Then, the predictor was used to predict with the newData (10%), which was preprocessed the same way as the historical data (Section 3).
Dataset selection
This study evaluates the effectiveness of software effort prediction models based on function point measures using the ISBSG R12 Dataset (Hill 2010; ISBSG 2015) . ISBSG has collected and refined its database over many years based on the metrics that have proven to be most useful in management of software development and processes. ISBSG R12 contains projects from 24 countries and several organizations. Due to the heterogeneousness of the data, ISBSG recommends extracting a suitable subset of projects. We analyzed the performance of effort prediction models based on base functional components and unadjusted function point size (Albrecht 1979; Jeng et al. 2011) . The subset of data projects for our study was selected according to the criteria shown in Table 6 based on recommendations presented in (Dejaeger et al. 2012; Murillo-Morera et al. 2016a; Mendes et al. 2005; Mendes and Lokan 2008; Seo et al. 2013; Quesada-López and Jenkins 2014; 2015; . Projects for which all functional components (UFP and BFC) of function points were missing were discarded.
For our study, we selected the variables related to FPA functional size components (BFC), effort of software development, and context attributes according to recommendation in ( The smallest project size is 6 UFP, the average is 247 with a median of 184 UFP, and the largest project is 1,337 UFP. The dataset is positively skewed for all variables indicating that the quantity of small and medium projects is higher than the number of large projects. Most of the projects were small (between 32-99 UFP) and medium size (between 102-993 UFP). Extra small projects (between 6-28 UFP) and large projects (between 1,018-1,337 UFP) show lower productivity than small and medium size projects. Data indicates that the use small teams in small and medium size projects is better in terms of productivity. Descriptive statistics for both datasets are presented in Appendix B. A completed description of the ISBSG database could be found in (Hill 2010; ISBSG 2015) .
Before applying the framework, the two used datasets were split in four subsets of data (Table 7) Table 8 . Nominal variables were transformed by dummy coding, where each variable was coded as a 0 or 1 by applying a nominal to binary filter.
Learning schemes
The learning schemes are composed of three parts: Data Preprocessing (DP), Attribute Selector (AS) and Learning Algorithm (LA). In total, we tested in a search space of 600 different learning schemes (8 Data Preprocessing * 5 Attribute selectors * 15 Learning algorithms). The details of the different techniques used for each learning scheme are presented in the Section 2.3.
Evaluation criteria
The prediction accuracy of the models was tested following the criteria applied in (Shepperd and MacDonell 2012; Dejaeger et al. 2012; Langdon et al. 2016; Seo et al. 2013; Lavazza et al. 2013; Lokan and Mendes 2006) . The differences between the actual effort (e i ) and the predicted effort (ê i ) should be as small as possible because large deviations between ei andêi will have a significant impact on the software development costs (Dejaeger et al. 2012) . The criterion applied in our evaluation were Spearman's rank correlation (SC), mean of the magnitude of relative error (MRE), median of the magnitude of relative error (MdMRE), mean of the absolute residuals (MAR), standardized accuracy (SA), and number of predictions within % of the actual ones (Pred25) as shown in Appendix C. MRE is the difference between the actual effort and the predicted effort. The MRE value of individual predictions can be averaged, resulting in the Mean MRE (MMRE). The MMRE is computed for each observation and is defined in Eq. 1. MMRE can be highly affected by outliers and is considered a biased and deprecated accuracy statistics (Shepperd and MacDonell 2012) , but it has been extensively used by previous studies. To address this shortcoming, some authors used the MdMRE metric, which is the median of all MREs. This metric can be considered better for outliers, and it is therefore preferred over the MMRE. The Pred(%) measures the percentage of the estimates whose error is less than % and it is usually set at 25. Pred is simply the percentage of estimates that are within m% of the actual value (the % of the estimates with MRE ≤ 0.25). The indicator reveals what proportion of estimates are within a tolerance of 25% (Dejaeger et al. 2012 ). This evaluation is performed because the presence of an association does not necessarily imply that an accurate predictive model can be built. It is defined in Eq. 2. Our study compares results across the same empirical setup, data preprocessing and attribute selectors. Typical Pred25 lies in the range of 10 to 60%, and MdMRE between 30% and 100% (Dejaeger et al. 2012 ). Spearman's rank correlation (SCC) measures the relationship between (e i ) and (ê i ). It is a nonparametric correlation coefficient and is defined in Eq. 3.
Mean of the absolute residuals (MAR) and the standardized accuracy (SA) are new measures recommended to compare the performance of prediction models (Shepperd and MacDonell 2012; Langdon et al. 2016) . MAR is unbiased (towards over or underestimation) since it is not based on ratios, but it is hard to interpret and comparisons cannot be made across data sets since the residuals are not standardized. It is defined in Eq. 4.
SA is a standardized accuracy measure for prediction techniques (P i ) based on MAR. SA measures the accuracy as the MAR relative to random guessing P 0 . SA is defined in Eq. 5, where MAR P 0 is the unbiased exact version of MAR P 0 (Shepperd and MacDonell 2012) recommended for small datasets. It is defined in Eq. 6 as recommended by ). This is a naive approach that provides a relevant baseline irrespective of the exact form of P i . SA represents how much better P i is than random guessing. A value close to zero means that the prediction model P i is practically useless, performing little better than a mere random guess. Effort estimation models should minimize MAE and maximize SA (Shepperd and MacDonell 2012) .
Statistical tests
A comparative procedure is followed to statistically test the performance of the models. The nonparametric Wilcoxon Rank test was applied (Rédei 2008) . This test substitutes ttest for paired samples. The desirable minimal number of paired samples is 8-10 and it is expected that the population would have a median, be continuous and symmetrical. The differences between the variates are tabulated and ranked; the largest one receives the highest rank. In the case of ties, each should be assigned to a shared rank. The smallest group of signed-rank values is then summed as the T value. This T value is compared with figures in a statistical table. If the value obtained is smaller than that in the body of the table under probability and on the line corresponding to the number of pairs tested, then the null hypothesis is rejected and the conclusion is justified that the performance of the two samples are different.
Threads to validity
There are threats to validity that need to be considered in this study. Construct validity is the degree to which the variables used in the study accurately measure the concepts they are supposed to measure. The datasets analyzed have been used in several studies in effort estimation, but the limited size and characteristics of the sub-dataset used in our analyses should be considered. The datasets were preprocessed according some approaches in the literature but organizations should use our approach with subsets of data close to their domain and type of software. Data were filtered to make sure only desirable and high-level quality information were used in the analysis. We used evaluation measures and statistical tests suggested in previous studies and robust statistical techniques were used to analyze the prediction model results.
Internal validity refers to establishing that a certain observable event was responsible for a change in behavior. We discuss internal validity in terms of threats to our experiments designs. In our study, we followed a strong framework with statistical tests to evaluate the performance. In the selection of the learning scheme combination, only the correlation coefficient was used by the elitism technique. Our main issue has been the computational time of the framework with the datasets, mainly the length of execution of the fitness function. The parameters selection for all used techniques were the default configuration because our aim was to validate the genetic framework. Several other range of parameters could have been tuned to obtain the best estimates. However, the computational time makes this difficult in practice.
External validity regards to generalizing the study results to other situations. The results of this study only considered the ISBSG R12 database. The limited datasets caused some difficulties when attempting to generalize our conclusions. It is necessary to perform further experiments with other kinds of databases presenting different structures and characteristics. The software project datasets used in our experiments were based on the business application domain.
Results and discussion
This section reports the results of the genetic framework based on techniques discussed in Section 2.3 and presents the results for each RQ.
RQ1. Which genetic framework configuration (generation and population, mutation
levels, crossover levels) did report the best performance when compared to the baseline exhaustive framework? Table 9 presents a summary of the best performances of the genetic framework (Gen) and the exhaustive framework (Exh). We present the performance results for each dataset (DS), genetic configuration (C), and leaning scheme (LS). We present the results of three levels of generations and populations ([1] 10x10, [2] 20x20, [3] 40x40). For the configurations of population and generation, we conducted three analyses: first, we compared the performance between the genetic framework (population and generation of 10x10) and the exhaustive framework. Second, we compared the performance between the genetic framework (population and generation of 20x20) and the exhaustive framework. Finally, we compared the performance between the genetic framework (population and generation of 40x40) and the exhaustive framework. Our hypotheses states that the performance is similar between the exhaustive framework and each genetic framework configuration.
Generation and population
For the first hypothesis, Wilcoxon Rank test indicated that exhaustive framework ranks were statistically significant higher than genetic framework (10x10). Our result was p value = 0.01563 < α = 0.05. This means that we found a statistically significant difference between the exhaustive framework analyzed and the configuration (10x10). For the second hypothesis, Wilcoxon Rank test indicated that exhaustive and genetic framework (20x20) ranks were not statistically significant different. Our result was p value = 0.07813 > α = 0.05. This means that we did not find a statistically significant difference between the exhaustive framework analyzed and the configuration (20x20).
Finally, for the third hypothesis, Wilcoxon Rank test indicated that exhaustive and genetic framework (40x40) ranks were not statistically significant different. Our result was p value = 0.7422 > α = 0.05. This means that we did not find a statistically significant difference between the exhaustive framework analyzed and the configuration (40x40).
According to performance, the best genetic configuration was (40x40) for all datasets and the worst was (10x10) compared with the baseline exhaustive framework.
Mutation level(s)
For the mutation operator, we conducted three analyses: first, we compared the performance of the genetic framework with the exhaustive framework (mutation 0.01). Second, we compared the performance of the genetic framework with the exhaustive framework (mutation 0.033). Finally, we compared the performance of the genetic framework with the exhaustive framework (mutation 0.1). Our hypothesis is that the performance is similar between the exhaustive framework and each genetic framework configuration.
For the first hypothesis, Wilcoxon Rank test indicated that exhaustive and genetic framework (0.01) ranks were not statistically significant different. Our result was p value = 0.07813 > α = 0.05. This means that we did not find a statistically significant difference between the exhaustive framework analyzed and the mutation (0.01).
For the second hypothesis, Wilcoxon Rank test indicated that exhaustive and genetic framework (0.033) ranks were not statistically significant different. Our result was p value = 0.1484 > α = 0.05. This means that we did not find a statistically significant difference between the exhaustive framework analyzed and the mutation (0.033).
Finally, for the third hypothesis, Wilcoxon Rank test indicated that exhaustive and genetic framework (0.1) ranks were not statistically significant different. Our result was p value = 0.07813 > α = 0.05. This means that we did not find a statistically significant difference between the exhaustive framework analyzed and the configuration (0.1). Table 9 shows the results of different levels of mutation in configuration ( 
Crossover level(s)
For the crossover operator, we conducted three analyses: first, we compared the performance of the genetic framework with the exhaustive framework (crossover 0.6). Second, we compared the performance of the genetic framework with the exhaustive framework (crossover 0.7). Finally, we compared the performance of the genetic framework with the exhaustive framework (crossover 0.9). Our hypothesis says that the performance is similar between the exhaustive framework and each genetic framework configuration.
For the first hypothesis, Wilcoxon Rank test indicated that exhaustive and genetic framework (0.6) ranks were not statistically significant different. Our result was p value = 0.07813 > α = 0.05. This means that we did not find a statistically significant difference between the exhaustive framework analyzed and the crossover (0.6).
For the second hypothesis, Wilcoxon Rank test indicated that exhaustive and genetic framework (0.7) ranks were not statistically significant different. Our result was p value = 0.07813 > α = 0.05. This means that we did not find a statistically significant difference between the exhaustive framework analyzed and the mutation (0.7).
Finally, for the third hypothesis, Wilcoxon Rank test indicated that exhaustive framework ranks were statistically significant different from genetic framework (0.9). Our result was p value = 0.03906 < α = 0.05. This means that we found a statistically significant difference between the exhaustive framework analyzed and the crossover (0.9). Table 9 shows the results of different levels of crossover in configuration (C) values [7] 0.6, [8] 0.7 and [9] 0.9. The crossovers with the best performance were 0.6 and 0.7 compared with the baseline exhaustive framework).
Runtime comparison between the exhaustive framework and the genetic framework
We compared the genetic and exhaustive framework selecting the runtime of the best configuration according to performance on the same computer configuration (hardware conditions). We used the same search space (600 combinations) and all the conditions were equal for both approaches. Table 10 presents the runtimes reported for the genetic and exhaustive framework according to each dataset evaluated. There is a clear difference between the runtimes of the genetic framework when compared to the exhaustive framework. In all cases, the genetic framework reported better runtimes. As expected, the datasets with context variables (3, 4, 7, 8) were computationally more expensive to process, the datasets without context variables (1, 2, 5, 6) reported less runtime difference.
Our null hypotheses stated that runtime is similar between an exhaustive framework and our framework. Our result was p value = 0.007813 < α = 0.05. This means that we found a statistically significant difference between runtimes, where our genetic framework reports a better runtime than the exhaustive framework.
RQ2. Is the performance of the genetic framework similar between evaluation and prediction phases?
Table 11 presents a summary of the best performance of our genetic framework for the search space. We present the performance results for each dataset (DS), genetic configuration (C) and leaning scheme (LS). Our hypothesis is that the performance is similar between the evaluation (Eval) and prediction (Pred) phases for both groups of datasets studied (Section 4.2). The Wilcoxon Rank test indicated that evaluation and prediction phases ranks were not statistically significant different. Our result was p value = 0.1648 > α = 0.05. This means that we did not find a statistically significant difference between the evaluation and prediction phases for both groups of datasets. The results reported by the genetic framework are very similar and reliable compared to exhaustive framework.
5.3 RQ3. Which are the learning schemes (data preprocessors, attribute selectors, learning algorithms) more frequently selected by the genetic framework? Figure 3 shows the best learning schemes selected by the genetic framework. Table 12 presents the frequency (F) of the best learning schemes (LS) by dataset (DS). The list of the learning schemes tecnhiques is found in Table 1 The frequency of the best learning schemes, according to their performance, was computed considering the complete set of genetic configurations. For the group 72 (DS=1-4), the main data preprocessors were BC(1) with 28%, BC(0.5) with 25% and None and Log with 22% each. The main attribute selectors were FS with 36%, GS with 22% and BF with 16%. Finally, the most selected learning algorithms were GP, SMO and M5R with 19% each and LR with 14%. Otherwise, for the group 202 (DS=5-8), the main data preprocessors were BC(λ = 0.5) with 47%, None with 25% and Log with 17%. The main attribute selectors were FS with 28%, BE with 22% and BF with 20%. Finally, the most selected learning algorithms were GP with 42%, LR with 25% and SMO with 19%. Our results confirm previous results stated in (Dejaeger et al. 2012) , the use of Logarithmic and Cox-Box transformations could increase the performance of the effort prediction models. Another factor impacting the performance of software effort prediction models is input selection, for example, Backward Forward. Further, (MacDonell and Shepperd 2003; Minku and Yao 2013) stablish that ensembles of learning machines techniques optimize effort predictions in software project estimation. Examples of this kind of techniques are the SMO, M5P and M5R. Tables 15 and 16 in Appendix D present a summary of the best performance of the genetic framework ordered by each dataset (DS), genetic configuration (C), and leaning scheme (LS) that includes the data preprocessing, attribute selector, and learning algorithm (DPxASxLA). We present the results for all evaluation metrics detailed in Section 4.4 and the models were ranked according to their performance on each accuracy metric.
Learning schemes with the best performance
In this validation, we investigated if all of the considered learning schemes are more accurate than random guessing. The analysis of the standardized accuracy (SA) measure reveals that all best learning schemes selected by the genetic framework outperform the baseline random guessing (models outperformed random guessing by 32-60% for MSA and 45-80% for MdSA of all evaluations). In our study for the group 72 (DS=1-4) MAR P 0 = 6406.28, and for the group 202 (DS=5-8) MAR P 0 = 5284.91. With the analysis of SA we can conclude that the estimations obtained with the genetic framework are better than those achieved by using random estimates. Our study compares all performance metrics results across the same empirical setup, data preprocessing and attribute selectors. Our results confirm previous results in literature such as (Dejaeger et al. 2012; Murillo-Morera et al. 2016a; Quesada-Løpez et al. 2016; Dolado et al. 2016; Quesada-López and Jenkins 2016; Lavazza et al. 2013; Minku and Yao 2013) . In regards to the prediction accuracy, our approach allows to compare results across different models applying the same empirical setup and data preprocessing. In our study, the models are short of the typical industry target, but similar to reported in previous studies.
Attributes selected by the best learning schemes
In our framework, a set of variables were selected by the attribute selector (AS) component in each model generated by the genetic approach. The frequencies were calculated as the average of the N − PASS for each learning scheme evaluated.
From an effort prediction perspective, the selection of attributes is one of the most important aspect for constructing the model. Therefore, we analyzed the final attribute selection in the construction of the best models. Then, we selected the variables and their frequencies for the best learning scheme per dataset. Finally, we selected the top ten variables.
Datasets DS=1 
Conclusions
In this paper, a genetic framework was used to select the best learning scheme for effort prediction per dataset using the elitism technique. The performance of the learning schemes was measured according to recommended metrics in previous studies: Spearman's rank correlation, mean of the magnitude of relative error, (MMRE), median of the magnitude of relative error (MdMRE), mean of the absolute residuals (MMAR), standardized accuracy (SA), and number of predictions within % of the actual ones (Pred25). The models were ranked according to their performance on each accuracy metric.
The final performance per dataset was determined by context configuration (random selection, missing values, imbalance dataset, outliers, and other machine learning strategies). Each dataset had a different context configuration and hence a different learning scheme. Our framework selected data preprocessing, attribute selection technique, and learning algorithms automatically according to characteristics of the specific data set. The main goal was to increase prediction performance optimizing processing time.
We investigated the results of the best learning schemes performance, compared our genetic framework results with an exhaustive framework (baseline), and conducted a sensitivity analysis with the objective to find which genetic configurations reported best performance.
The results of this study confirm the reported results of previous studies in the field. Simple, understandable regression techniques with log transformation of attributes perform as well as nonlinear techniques. Moreover, the SMOreg (a support vector machine for regression) and the M5P or M5R (a reconstruction of Quinlan's M5 algorithm for inducing trees of regression models that combines a conventional decision tree with the possibility of linear regression functions at the nodes) present an opportunity to improve some prediction models.
We agree with (Dejaeger et al. 2012) on the fact that although data mining and artificial intelligence techniques can make a contribution to the set of software effort estimation models, these still could not replace expert judgment. Both approaches should be seen as complementary to each other. Prediction models can be adopted to check expert estimations. The selection of a proper estimation technique can have a significant impact on performance, and it should be selected according the specific set of data used for prediction.
In the validation, we investigated if all the selected learning schemes are more accurate than random guessing. The analysis of the standardized accuracy (SA) measure revealed that all best learning schemes selected by the genetic framework outperform the baseline random guessing (models outperformed random guessing by 32-60% for MSA and 45-80% for MdSA of all evaluations). With the analysis of SA we can conclude that the estimations obtained with the genetic framework are better than those achieved by using random estimates.
Furthermore, we concluded that the exhaustive and the genetic framework (20x20 and 40x40) ranks were not statistically significant different. The genetic framework performs as good as an exhaustive framework. However, we did find a statistically significant difference between the exhaustive framework analyzed and the configuration (10x10).
Further, we did not find a statistically significant difference between the evaluation and prediction phases for both groups of datasets (72 and 202) . This means that the results reported by the genetic framework were very similar and reliable. We did not find a statistically significant difference between the exhaustive framework analyzed and the mutations (0.01, 0.033 and 0.1). The mutation with the best performance was 0.033. We did not find a statistically significant difference between the exhaustive framework analyzed and the crossovers (0.6 and 0.7) except (0.9). The crossovers with the best performance were 0.6 and 0.7. This mean that our genetic approach is stable between different configurations and we can make the model's predictions use less computational resources.
Our results showed that the best models depend on the data set being analyzed. Our approach automated this selection based on the specific data set. From a practical point of view, an approach that generates specific models according to changing data of projects is an advantage. In that sense, our framework is adaptive to the specific data with which the model is built. The main advantage of our genetic framework is to obtain learning schemes with performance as good as those that could be obtained with a comprehensive framework; but with a shorter processing time. Contrary to an exhaustive approach, our genetic approach is heuristic and only runs a subset of the entire search space. Finally, this tool could collaborate in predicting the effort in software projects saving time and costs in future developments.
For future work, additional learning machine algorithms and data sets should be investigated. First, we would like to integrate new recommended techniques to the framework. After that, parameter tuning should be implemented automatically in the framework for each learning algorithm in order to improve the performance. The framework could also be enhanced by automating additional statistical analysis as a part of the evaluation process. Finally, novel unbiased error metric, such as standardized accuracy (SA), should be used for comparison of models.
Appendix A: dataset variables
The variables selected in this study are reported in Table 13 . 
Appendix B: datasets descriptive statistics
Descriptive statistics for used datasets are presented in Table 14 .
Appendix C: evaluation criteria and equations
The prediction accuracy of the models was tested following the criteria defined in the following equations:
where d i represents the difference between the ordinal ranks assigned to each of the observations.
SA P i = 1 − MAR P i MAR P 0 * 100 (5) where MAR P 0 is the unbiased exact version of MAR P 0 recommended for small datasets.
